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CALCIUM CONSPIRACY REPORT
By David Hinkson
Calcium s a metal that is never found in nature, its pure elemental form. This is because Calcium metal is
known as an amalgamating metal that always well be found as part of a compound, as it always desired to be
fused to other elements. The usually method of separating Calcium Metal from a solution is to use the
Electroplating concept. Calcium, when found in its purest metallic form is a very Alkaline element. Therefore,
there are many different types of amalgamated Calcium compounds; as some are natural and others are man
made.
Some Calcium compounds, like Calcium Nitrate (as found in grass) are 100% water soluble. If you were to juice
grass, you get water soluble liquid Calcium Nitrate. The cow has two stomachs, and the first stomach has the
purpose of digesting the grass that has the high nitrates in it. When the grass that the cow has eaten has been
processed by the first stomach, it then moves to the second stomach, and at this time the Calcium Nitrate has
been converted into being a type of Calcium Chlorite or Calcium Hydroxide. So here it is easy to see that a
mammal needs to have a special digestive track, in order to even be able to eat any foods that have to high a
Nitrate Count in them; as mammals really need there food to be in the form of a Chloride. Even in nature, a
banana when it is picked green has a very high Nitrate Count, then as it ripens the Nitrogen exchanges for an
Oxygen and the food now becomes a good Anti Oxidant. So, when they ship the green banana, they insert
Nitrogen Gas into the container so that the banana will stay green until the load arrives at it designated store.
Other Calcium compound like Calcium Carbonate as is found in limestone, concrete, blackboard chalk, the great
Pyramids, Barrier Reefs as Coral Calcium, Talcum Powder, Cheerios, Tums, Rolaids and Cream of Wheat are not
water soluble in a pH of 7.4 (pH of regular water). But Calcium Carbonate does dissolve in Hydrogen
Compounds known as Acids. An Acid is any liquid that has excess Hydrogen in it. Example: The Pyramids are
damaged by the Acid Rain. The Barrier Reefs can be damaged by Acidic Pollution that is dumped into the ocean.
If you were to drop a Tums Pill into a glass of regular tap water, only the binder holding the pill together
dissolvers, leaving a white un dissolved powder residue in the bottom of the Glass.
When I was living in Russia I noticed that they sold two kinds of drinking water products as with fizz and no fizz.
I read the label and the one with fizz stated it had something in it called Calcium +. My interpreter Roman
Ponomarenko called the company and asked what the plus stood for, and he was told in was (Calcium)
Carbonate. What we discovered is that this Un dissolvable Calcium Compound known as Calcium Carbonate
can also be dissolved into regular pH 7.4 water if the water is first Carbonated with CO2 Gas. For example: Las
Vegas well water has 1,100 ppm's CO2 gas and 1,100 parts per million Calcium Carbonate dissolved into it.
Drinking Carbonated water that is laced with Calcium Carbonated or consuming Calcium Carbonate pills, will
cause a build up of the wrong kind of Calcium in your body, that will cause health problems such as Alzheimer's,
Arthritis, Bone Spurs, Kidney Stones, Glaucoma and High Blood Pressure. In a book call "my heart book.com", a
doctor claims that Calcium causes Heart Attacks (as a Carbonate).
Most people consume Calcium Carbonate as an Antacid. This works as an antacid, as the Calcium element in
the Calcium Carbonate absorbs and neutralizes unused Hydrogen/Acids, relieving the problem of Indigestion.
Now that the Calcium Carbonate/blackboard Chalk is dissolved into your Digestive Acids, it now can migrate and
enter directly into your 7.3 pH neutral Blood and Lymph Systems. As the Blackboard chalk is no long being
suspended in an Acidic Environment, it now starts to migrate out of solution and builds up permanently in places
that cause health problems like Arthritis and Bone Spurs.
In fact every single Blind Medical Test that has ever been done on any of these Calcium Carbonate Compounds,
has shown that Bone Density was not improved.
We cannot organically breathe the Oxygen in water anymore than we can use the Calcium in Blackboard Chalk.
Mammals do not use this form of Calcium to create Bone Mass. But the drug companies sell products that try to
force us to use this unusable Calcium Carbonate (Boniva). These products can cause a thin build up the Chalk
material on the surface area of the Bones, that end up causing Fragile and Weak Bone Syndrome. Hips have
been known to shear off as you are walking.
Even the Calcium in Milk becomes less bio-available due to Homogenization.
To clarify this overall subject, I referred to the 2000 Edition of College Chemistry which listed Calcium Carbonate
as Inorganic. In the 2001 Edition, it was listed as Organic. Confusion! It seems it can and is both. It is Organic
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as Inorganic. In the 2001 Edition, it was listed as Organic. Confusion! It seems it can and is both. It is Organic
when created or consumed or used by Mollusks or Reefs to create material that does not dissolve in water.
Tortoises and Fowls use it to create Non-Dissolving Shell Material. But it is not Organic in Mammals, as it will not
create Skeletal or Dental material.
When I first decided to create a Calcium Supplemental Product, I followed an earlier-learned procedure that
duplicated nature's efforts. I purchased some pure Hallmarked Calcium Metal (99.99%). No one has ever
started using pure Calcium Metal to produce a mineral supplement. As Hydrochloric Acid (HCL), is the Acid used
by our digestive tracks, I filled a six-gallon Plastic Bucket with HCL (50% full), and then dropping pieces of pure
Calcium Metal chunks into it. The reaction was extreme. Finally, after all of the reacting stopped, I ended up with
a viscous and totally clear liquid that looked exactly like corn syrup; was totally clear and smelled like a Hospital.
It had no Tindal effect, as a Laser Light would pass all the through it and there was no visible streak in the
medium. If allowed to dry completely, it would grow large crystals that actually looked like Quartz Crystals. It was
now in the form of a Calcium Hydrochloride. I would then Bubble Ozone Gas through this thick medium for about
eight hours. Using the Ozone gas concept as an extreme Oxidant was done to actually use an extreme Oxidant
to make or end up with an Anti Oxidant; kind of like fighting fire with fire. Note here that the frequency that was
found to exist in the Water in Lourdes France was 250 Nanometers and the frequency that our Ozone Machine
was making was 260 Nanometers. I know that this is not the same exact frequency but it is fairly close by my
calculations.
I now had a liquid Calcium that was an Anti-Oxidizing Agent. In fact, it was a super Anti-Oxidant in my opinion.
Now when sprayed it on an apple, the cut Apple did not turn brown for days. In this pure Anti-Oxidized form, it
can be rubbed into your eyes or put directly onto sensitive Skin, and it will not sting, burn or even itch; and it can
now be injected directly into the Blood Stream.
Some Calcium Supplements use regular Calcium Chloride also known as Concrete deicer, but it is not the
same product, as it is so oxidizing it damage the concrete (pot or pits), will burn your eyes and could kill you if you
injected it. If sprayed on a banana, the banana will instantly turn brown.
A company called Eniva, stole this lecture about Calcium and they had a man named Joe Swisher read my
words onto their lecture tape. (Note there were two Joe Swishers - this Joe died a few weeks after he read my
lecture as his). They were purchasing Calcium Chloride as regular concrete de icier and putting some in bottles
and using my lecture tape to promote what they were doing. I was told that their sales went to over one million
per month.
My friend the Late Douglas Noland tried to sell me a small rock crusher for $10,000. I said that is a very high
price for such a small machine. His comment was, that he had made a lot of money with it. I said how, and he
said he was grinding up the Cliche and selling it to a company to put into their ice cream under the concept of
fortifying their product. Can you imagine how much of this product is being put into our food supplies under the
concept of supplement.
It became plain to see that starting with pure Metals, Acids and using Ozone Gas is very important. If Calcium
Chloride is consumed that is still to oxidizing as it found in our foods under the concepts of fortification, (i.e. the
Zinc in the Throat Lozenges is to Oxidizing.), every cell in our bodies will reject it! There is actually a negative
response. It is very difficult for the body to convert these minerals into an anti-oxidized form. The body uses fresh
uncooked raw fruits and vegetables to try to un oxidizes these minerals in the digestive process.
All Fruits ripen for the sole purpose of converting Nitrogen Compounds into Oxygen Compounds. This is why
the banana goes from green to yellow. Iron goes from green to red. Now, I had the first beaker of this new AntiOxidized Calcium sitting on my lab bench. A Doctor of Naturopathy came to visit me and used Kinesiology
(muscle testing) to test the Calcium on me. I had a slight fever of 103 at the time, and this test showed that I
should consume four ounces at 700 PPM. I had finished the toxicology tests and decided to drink it. Within
twenty minutes, I felt 100% better. I felt so good so fast; I was sure at this time, that this new Calcium product
was a new cure for the common cold. I now sent samples of this Calcium to my Biologist (Mr. Larry Wayne
Harris), so that he could see if it actually killed Nitrogen Breathing Pathogen. Within about 15 days, he reported
that this Calcium did absolutely nothing to kill or slow down any Nitrogen Breathing pathogens. I was very
disappointed. But why? I know my flu disappeared - what was I missing?
Then, I figured out a medical concept that I had never heard of even in Medical School. Everything living does
four things, as it is hatched, eats, sexually replicates and it Shits (Shit High in Transit). It is this Fecal Matter
(shit) that is secreted from the Viruses/Bacteria, that actually cause sickness and death; not the actual
pathogens. The Fecal Matter from Oxygen Breathing pathogens like Yogurt, Cheese, Acidophilus even Alcohol
is in a category of usable Fecal Matter discharges. The Fecal Matter from all Nitrogen Breathing
Viruses/Bacteria, is an Acidic Crystalline Neurotoxin (i.e. Botchalism - Puss). These Acid toxins cause us to
Cough, get Ear Aches, Headaches, and Burning Puss Sores. They further attack our Lung Lining which causes
the Lung Tissues to secret Phlegm, in order to neutralize these acids. Polyps are also created to isolate these
toxins. This new Calcium product I created seemed to absorb and neutralize these Acidic Toxins in the Blood and
Lymph Systems, and it also seemed to carry these toxins towards the kidneys, and urinary track. This Calcium
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was not a cure, it only relieves the flu symptoms, within about twenty minutes, as it neutralizes these Acidic
Crystalline Nuero Toxins.
I tested this Calcium on a sick child with a croupy cough, by having it just inhaled, using a Cool Mist, Misterizer,
directly into the Lungs. The coughing 100% stopped within twenty minutes. It seemed to neutralize and move
these Acid's out of the Lung pursuant to Osmosis, giving an almost instant relief. Later, I gave 8 oz at 700 ppm of
this Calcium to a child in Africa that was near death from Aids and River Blindness and he came back from
death's door, giving us more time to save him. Anytime, an Acid preservative, or Acidic toxin is consumed, that is
not good for you, your usable Calcium levels can start to fall to very low levels, as your body uses the Calcium to
actually flush out these toxins from your system.
Most people think that Citric Acid is Vitamin C. IN fact, the Surgeon General of Russia and the Ukraine both
thought this.
Monsanto named their new preservative Citric Acid, so that people would think Citric Acid comes from Fruit and
is actually "Vitamin C." Vitamin C is known as "Ascorbic Acid!" Citric Acid is not Vitamin C. Citric Acid is an Acid,
that is a Fecal Matter Discharge from a Nitrogen Breathing Bacteria. In fact, it is an Acidic Crystalline Neurotoxin.
It is put into the drinks as a preservative! Consuming this product actually causes Acid Reflux disease, and will
force your real and usable Calcium Levels to go to low levels. Now you can subscribe and get Nexium, to help
you lower your HCL Levels. This, then causes us to digest our foods using the wrong kind of Acid. Then we must
consume more Calcium Carbonate, to relieve our Indigestion.
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